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ABORIGINAL PAINTINGS
ATMUNURRU
KIMBERLEY, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Jonathon Goonack, William Bunjuk and Wilfred Goonack at Bunjamanamanu, the main
Wandjina site of Munurru. 2000.
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INTRODUCTION

T

WO clusters of rock outcrops near the King Edward River Crossing
on the track to the Mitchell Plateau in the far north of Western
Australia provide visitors with access to Kimberley Aboriginal
rock paintings. The Wunambal people know this area as Munurru, the
borderland between their tribe (language group) and that of the Ngarinyin
people to the east of Mungara (also written Mungurra), the King Edward
River. Today, Wunambal people live at Kandiwal and Kalumburu to the
north, and around Derby to the west.
In 2000 I led a group of international rock art experts to visit these
and other Kimberley rock shelters, and we were privileged to accompany
traditional owners William Bunjuk, Wilfred Goonack, and Jonathon
Goonack to the sites. According to their legends, the Wandjina (known
here as Gulingi) carried these boulders to the area and then lay down to
rest, creating their self-images as the Wandjina paintings.
The first rock cluster is located 700 metres after crossing the King
Edward River heading westward, and the second cluster is approximately

Mungara (the King Edward River) bo rders Wunambal and Ngarinyin lands.

4¥2 kilometres along the Mitchell Plateau track after leaving the river,
heading north-west. For the purpose of describing the rock art at these
clusters, they are referred to as the Wandjina Complex and the Brolga
Complex, respectively. Each of these complexes contains a number of rock art
sites, and each site contains one or more art panels.
This area of the Kimberley consists of open woodland on flat to gently
sloping ground. Aboriginal rock paintings survive within shallow caves
and recesses amongst quartzite boulders and outcrops lying on the sandy
plains. Art can be visited without the need to climb - an ideal situation for
older visitors.
Access to the Munurru sites is seasonal because this part of Australia
lies within the tropics, "here two seasons predominate - the wet
season (from approximatel
ovember to April) and the dry season
(approximatel May to October). All roads and tracks in the region are
unsealed - often deeply corrugated and rutted, and there are no bridges
across creeks and rivers. Hence, tracks and roads become impassable
during the wet season, which varies in duration from year to year.
Art motifs found at the Munurru sites include Wandjina deities,
ceremonially decorated human figures (Bradshaw or Gwion paintings), and
plants and animals occurring in the landscape.

Water lilies (Ny mphaea violacea) at Munurru.
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The Wandjina Complex at Munurru.
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THE WANDJINA COMPLEX AT
MUNURRU

T

elled Figures

:ine rock

HE Wandjina Complex consists of a maze of scattered boulders
extending for 200 metres across open woodland beside the King
Edward River. This complex is named after the Wandjina who
inhabit its shelters. Wandjina belong to the Wunambal, Worora, Ngarinyin,
Unggumi and Bunaba tribes of the central and north-west Kimberley.
As deities or gods, Wandjina produced.the first child-spirits <yari,
yayari, rai or djalala - the latter term also applying to stone monuments) ,
precursors of human, animal and plant species. Thus, Aborigines believe
Wari.djina are the ancestors of people living today. They also produced
some of the landforms (e.g. certain hills, valleys and rock outcrops) during
Lalai, the Creation Period or Dreamtime in Aboriginal religion.

Period art

~TH

~
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THE WARNMARRI (BROLGA)
COMPLEX AT MUNURRU

T

HIS complex is named after one of its art sites where two large
brolgas are painted horizontally across the rock wall, their heads
meeting in the centre. The brolga (Grus rubicundus), known also
as the Australian crane or native companion, is found in swampland across
northern and eastern Australia, and is frequently seen feeding in the
Munurru area and flying along the King Edward River.

~
Brolgas with their distinctive grey bodies and band of red colour over the head .

The Warnmarri
Complex consists
of lines of low rocks
.extending 460 metres
in a north-south axis,
with Aboriginal sites
scattered amongst
these. It is reached
by continuing on the
dirt track towards
the Mitchell Plateau,
and is located on
the right (northern)
side, approximately
4~ kilometres after
crossing the King

Small rock stacks on the plain beside the Warnmarri (brolga)
Complex.
--:'

